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$42.99 | $64.99 | Save 34% Free Shipping on all book orders!* *Only available in USA and Canada Shipping Information This is a hardcopy paperback book. PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning BibleTM is the most comprehensive book available for the LSAT Logic Reasoning section. This book will give you an advanced system for attacking Logical Reasoning questions that
you may encounter at the LSAT. The concepts presented in the Logical Reasoning Bible are representative of the techniques covered in the PowerScore hands-on course and have been consistently proven to be effective for thousands of our students. The book presents and describes detailed methodologies for attacking all aspects of logic reasoning problems, including
recognizing question types, identifying common reasoning elements and determining their validity, methods for making conclusions efficiently and accurately, and techniques for eliminating answer options quickly as you solve questions. The entire chapter is devoted to each type of question currently tested, for part strategy and time management, and even the most challenging
concepts of reasoning are presented, such as Formal Logic, Conditional Reasoning, and Causality. In addition, logical reasoning bible features discussion of aspects of the Digital LSAT interface as well as diagram strategy. You'll also see the LSAC digital interface itself – with its main features in place – and over 100 real LSAT Logical Reasoning questions used to illustrate and
strengthen our techniques. This includes examples for each type of question referenced above. The two parts of Logical Reasoning on an LSAT represent about 50% of your final score and are often considered the most challenging aspects of the test. However, once you understand how to approach each type of question efficiently and deconstruct the reasoning presented, a
solution to each question can be quickly found. Through step-by-step analysis of every reasoning idea you'll come across, detailed explanations for each choice of answers, and extensive exercises to enforce every major concept, this book will teach you how to solve even the most complex problems of Logical Reasoning. The Logical Reasoning Bible also comes with a unique
website that provides additional material to complement the book and answer frequently asked student questions. Table of Contents Chapter One: IntroductionChapter Two: Basics of LogisChapter Reasoning Three: Choice of Trunks and Answers To QuestionsChapter Four: Must Be True and Most PowerfulLy Supported QuestionsChapter Five: Main Point QuestionsChapter Six:
Conditional ReasoningChapter Seven: Weakening QuestionsChapter Eight: Reasons for Cause and EffectChapter Nine: Strengthen QuestionsChapter Ten: Justifying The Conclusion of The ElevenChapter Question: Assumptions Twelve: Solve The Thirteen Paradoxical QuestionsChapter: Fourteen FormalChapter Logic: FifteenChapter Question Reasoning Methods: Flaws in The
Reasoning of SixteenChapter Questions: Parallel Reasoning QuestionsChapter Seventeen: Number and PercentageChapter Eighteen: Evaluating Argument QuestionsChapter Nineteen: Cannot Correct QuestionsChapter Twenty: Point at Issue and Point of Agreement QuestionsChapter Twenty-One: Principle QuestionsChapter Twenty-Two: Strategy Part and Time
ManagementOnline Attachment InformationGlossary and Dave Killoran Index , a duke university graduate, is an expert in test preparation with more than 20 years of teaching experience and a 99th percentile score on LSAC-managed LSAT. In addition to having written the legendary LSAT Bible Series PowerScore, and many other popular publications, Dave has overseen the
preparation of thousands of students and founded two national LSAT preparation companies. Does the PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning Bible use real LSAT questions? Yes, we believe using real questions is essential for high-level LSAT preparation. The Logical Reasoning Bible displays 135 real questions drawn from the LSATs.Is Logical Reasoning Bible is just a collection
of problems or will it teach me how to understand and solve reasoning questions? The purpose of logical reasoning bible is to teach you how to attack and solve every type of Logical Reasoning question that appears in the LSAT. There is an extensive explanation of the PowerScore methodology, how to identify argument structure and inference making, useful exercises, and of
course a complete explanation for all the problems in the book. This book features real LSAT questions to help explain our approach and give you practice in applying our techniques. If some of the questions in this book were taken from 10 Real LSAT PrepTests or 10 More Real LSAT PrepTests would it hurt my preparation? Not! First, there are thousands of Logical Reasoning
LSAT questions currently released from LSAC, and we use only a fraction of them in the Logical Reasoning Bible. And, a number of questions in this book are NOT taken from 10 Real LSAT PrepTests or 10 More Real LSAT PrepTests. Regardless, even if you run into problems in the practice tests you have seen in the book, the Bible will show you how to attack that question in
the most efficient way. You can't be hurt by looking at the best way to solve a question, and many students realize after reading the Logical Reasoning Bible that the methods they previously used and thought efficient were actually inefficient. In addition, the Logical Reasoning Bible contains a number of exercises that will help you learn the skills taught in the book. Between
practice and You will have various opportunities to learn about and implement PowerScore PowerScore PowerScore LSAT Logical Reasoning BibleTM is the most comprehensive book available for the LSAT Logic Reasoning section. This book will give you an advanced system for attacking Logical Reasoning questions that you may encounter at the LSAT. The concepts
presented in the Logical Reasoning Bible are representative of the techniques covered in the PowerScore hands-on course and have been consistently proven to be effective for thousands of our students. The book presents and describes detailed methodologies for attacking all aspects of logic reasoning problems, including recognizing question types, identifying common
reasoning elements and determining their validity, methods for making conclusions efficiently and accurately, and techniques for eliminating answer options quickly as you solve questions. The entire chapter is devoted to each type of question currently tested, for part strategy and time management, and even the most challenging reasoning concepts presented, such as Formal
Logic, Conditional Reasoning, and the addition of Causality.In, the Logical Reasoning Bible featuring over 100 real LSAT Logical Reasoning questions used to illustrate and strengthen our techniques. This includes examples for each type of question referenced above. The two parts of Logical Reasoning on an LSAT represent about 50% of your final score and are often
considered the most challenging aspects of the test. However, once you understand how to approach each type of question efficiently and deconstruct the reasoning presented, a solution to each question can be quickly found. Through step-by-step analysis of every reasoning idea you'll come across, detailed explanations for each choice of answers, and extensive exercises to
enforce every major concept, this book teaches you how to solve even the most complex problems of Logical Reasoning. The Logical Reasoning Bible also comes with a unique website that provides additional material to complement the book and answer frequently asked student questions. IsBN-13: 9780991299225 Publisher: PowerScore Publishing Publication date: 09/20/2018
Edition Description: 2019 Edition Pages: 654 Sales rating: 111,915 Product Dimensions: 8.915 40(w) x 10.80(h) x 1.40(d) Displaying 1-30 Start your review of the LSAT Powerscore Logical Reasoning Bible: Comprehensive System for Attacking The Logical Reasoning Section of the LSAT A solid and thorough guide to the Logical Reasoning section of the LSAT. This book breaks
down questions into types (grouped according to whether arguments or answer choices should be taken as true). Each type is discussed in detail and strategies are presented. There are many practice LSAT issues to work on. Everything is presented clearly and the book is well written. This book has some drawbacks. Which is that categorization and and The approach can
sometimes be a solid and thorough Guide oppres for the Logical Reasoning section of the LSAT. This book breaks down questions into types (grouped according to whether arguments or answer choices should be taken as true). Each type is discussed in detail and strategies are presented. There are many practice LSAT issues to work on. Everything is presented clearly and the
book is well written. This book has some drawbacks. The first is that the categorization and formality of the approach can sometimes be oppressive or even inefficient. A long list of logical errors (in which I have an academic interest) soon crossed my mind. Related are chapters on formal logic and categorical/syllogistic. Although important, these concepts apply to relatively few
LSAT problems, so the amount of space given to them in the book seems disproportionate. Some may appreciate the crust of information, however. After all, the books seem too focused for my desire on the formal structure of these types of questions, when a more organic problem solving approach would be much more efficient for the average test-taker. The second major
drawback is that some specific advice is questionable. For example, the book recommends reading stimulus before the question bar, although identifying the type of question affects how a person reads the question bar. The author presents some justification for this decision, but it is not interesting. I recommend buying this book because it is pretty good (I focused on the
negatives in this short review). I will in all cases supplement it with other texts such as LR Manhattan review and LSAT coach Mike. ... Over Sep 21, 2010 Rachel judged it liked it I can't believe I read this whole book. That's definitely not my favorite LSAT Preparation Book, I find the Logical Game Bible much more helpful. But if you are struggling with the Logical Reasoning section
of the LSAT and you have time to read the 500+ page preparation book, then by all means... Apr 02, 2020 Kirthi Dronamraju rates it like it Good questions &amp; wealth of information, but very long. Too long. A good preparation book should focus more on strategies to excel than trying hard to categorize and identify problems. This is an inefficient and uncomfortable way to attack
timed tests. Good &amp;questions; wealth of information, but very long. Too long. A good preparation book should focus more on strategies to excel than trying hard to categorize and identify problems. This is an inefficient and uncomfortable way to attack timed tests. ... more jan 07, 2020 Evan Baas rate no problem *Review edition 2019*This is the place which is feasible for
LSAT preparation, but the question is significantly easier than what you will see on the actual exam or official practice test issued by the LSAC. I suspect that this writer is in easy questions so that students think the book helps them and they will do very well, making them think they are making a good purchase. Also, an explanation of what logic and how to evaluate arguments is
too basic for junior/penny colleges * Review edition 2019 * This is a decent starting place for LSAT preparation, but the question is significantly easier than what you would see on an actual exam or official practice test put in place by LSAC. I suspect that these authors ask easy questions so that students think the book helps them and they will do very well, making them think they
are making a good purchase. Also, an explanation of what logic is and how to evaluate arguments too fundamental for junior/senior colleges that will soon take the LSAT; It's almost insulting. ... over 07 Jan 2013 Earl judged him to like it These Powerscore books provide a lot of good tips with respect to taking an LSAT, but the amount of information can make the test quite
confusing as you try to remember all the rules you have learned while at the same time trying to complete the test in a very short time you should take it. My advice, invest in old test books. Don't bother with anything from the '90s, they'll leave you with a false sense of accomplishment as the test becomes more difficult as the millennium changes. If you want these Powerscore
books to provide a lot of good tips with respect to taking an LSAT, however the amount of information can make the test quite confusing as you try to remember all the rules you have learned while simultaneously trying to complete the test in a very short time you should take it. My advice, invest in old test books. Don't bother with anything from the '90s, they'll leave you with a
false sense of accomplishment as the test becomes more difficult as the millennium changes. If you want the method to be used during the test, get this book. However, I think a smarter investment if crushed for time is to buy the old test and become familiar with the speed you need to solve each question. Time is almost as important as the solution scheme. ... over Dec 23, 2009
Erik rated it's remarkable Princeton LSAT Guide Review is probably the most readable and accessible material around, but the guys at PowerScore have their little beat when it comes to drilling you in formal logic, conditional reasoning, and detailed testing strategies. Think of the first as an excellent dish before the last main course. And now my training test score is up - thanks to
brilliant concept instructions provided by David M. Killoram's PowerScore – I looked at the next LSAT guide and ul The Princeton Review is probably the most readable and accessible material around, but the people at PowerScore have their little beat when it comes to drilling you in formal logic, conditional reasoning, and and testing strategies. Think of the first as an excellent
dish before the last main course. And now that my exercise test scores are up - thanks to the brilliantly drafted instructions provided by David M. Killoram of powerScore - I stare at the next and ultimate study guide, Kaplan LSAT 180 to take it up the last notch. ... over 09 Dec 2007 Sra rate it really liked it Recommend it for: LSAT Preppers This is a very useful preparation tool for
LSAT, but in my experience it wasn't until I approached the end of the book that I actually noticed that it helped me. However, I saw a substantial increase in my LR section after reading this book. It had a useful piece about conditional reasoning, which eventually helped me wrap my brain around conditional statement diagrams, and it proved helpful for Logical Reasoning and
Logic Games. Mar 30, 2011 To judge it as extraordinary As the Bible Logic Games, the book is well organized and thorough. I made more mistakes in the practice section, but I believe it was my own fault. I wonder if the author is too harsh on competitors and LSAT writers, but maybe I'm being harsh on this. Jul 09, 2009 Thanh judged it liked it Writer a little too wordy. It is better to
digest in your own language and work from there. Best for reading other lsat books, and combining the most effective strategies for you. Married to the taker Sept. I'm sorry, I'm sorry. Oct 8, 2013 Dawn Yount rates it as extraordinary Rather comprehensive. I'm not so sure it improves my test scores so much because it has given me excellent resources to review what I was wrong.
That will be an important part of the increase in the next 6 weeks. Five stars because I was hoping. Ryan Shidyak rate it amazing June 27, 2018 Kris judged it really liked it 18 Dec 2018 Kersten judged it really liked it 28 Oct 2010 Kamran Atl rated it amazing 16 May 2018 Diana judged it really liked it Jun 09, 2020 Robert judged it liked it 30 Dec 2013
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